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Abstract
In this paper, we construct a homomorphism from the affine super Yangian Yε1,ε2(ŝl(m|n))
to the universal enveloping algebra of the rectangular W -superalgebra W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n))).
We also show that the image of this homomorphism is dense provided that k+(m−n)(l−1) 6=
0.
1 Introduction
The W -algebra W k(g, f) is a vertex algebra associated with a finite dimensional reductive Lie
algebra g and a nilpotent element f ∈ g. It appeared in the study of two dimensional conformal
field theories ([30]) and has been studied by physicists and mathematicians since 1980’s. When g
is sl2 and f is a nonzero nilpotent element, W
k(g, f) is nothing but the Virasoro algebra. However,
when g is a general finite dimensional reductive Lie algebra, it is no longer a Lie algebra and too
complicated to write down the defining relations of W -algebras explicitly. Since it is very difficult
to deal with W -algebras directly, we sometimes consider finite analogue of W -algebras, that is,
finite W -algebras ([23]). The finite W -algebra W fin(g, f) is an associative algebra associated with
a finite dimensional reductive Lie algebra g and a nilpotent element f ∈ g.
It is known that there exists a relationship between the Yangians of type A and the finite
W -algebras of type A. A Yangian of the finite dimensional simple Lie algebra g was defined by
Drinfeld ([7], [8]) in order to obtain a solution of the Yang-Baxter equation. The Yangian is a
quantum group which is a deformation of the current algebra g[z]. The Yangian of type A has
several presentations; the RTT presentation, the Drinfeld presentation and the Drinfeld J presen-
tation. It was shown in [24] that there exist surjective homomorphisms from Yangians of type A
to rectangular finite W -algebras of type A. The homomorphism is given by the Drinfeld J pre-
sentation. More generally, Brundan and Kleshchev ([6]) constructed a surjective homomorphism
from a shifted Yangian, a subalgebra of the Yangian of type A, to an arbitary finite W -algebra of
type A by using the RTT presentation. Moreover, the defining relations of finite W -algebras of
type A have been written down explicitly as a quotient of shifted Yangians in [6].
A similar result is known in the super setting. We can define the W -superalgebras and finite
W -superalgebras, which are attached with a finite dimensional reductive Lie superalgebra g and a
nilpotent element in the even parity. In the case of the Lie superalgebra sl(m|n), the corresponding
Yangian in the Drinfeld presentation was first introduced by Stukopin ([26], see also [12]). It is
called the super Yangian. A relationship between Yangians and W -algebras was constructed by
Briot and Ragoucy [5] for sl(m|n) and by Peng [22] for gl(1|n).
It is natural to consider whether there exists a similar result in the affine setting. The definition
of Yangian naturally extends to the case that g is a Kac-Moody Lie algebra in the Drinfeld
presentation. In the case that g is an affine Lie algebra, it is a deformation of the universal
enveloping algebra of the current algebra of g (see [15], [3], and [28]). Unfortunately, the affine
Yangian does not have the Drinfeld J presentation or the RTT presentation. Thus, we cannot
construct the relationship between W -algebras and the affine Yangians in the similar way as that
of [24] or [6]. One of the breakthrough was given by Schiffman and Vasserot ([25]). Using a
geometric realization of the Yangian, they have constructed a surjective homomorphism from the
Yangian of ĝl(1) to the universal enveloping algebra of the principal W -algebra of type A and have
proved the celebrated AGT conjecture ([11], [4]). Moreover, Gaberdiel, Li, Peng and Zhang ([10])
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defined the Yangian for the affine Lie super algebra ĝl(1|1) and obtained a similar result as [25] in
the super setting.
In this article, we give a similar result to the one of [24] in the affine and affine super setting.
At first, in Section 3, we construct two kinds of elements which are generators of the rectangular
W -superalgebras of type A.
Theorem 1.1. When l ≥ 2, the rectangular W -superalgebra W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n))) contains the
following elements;
W
(1)
i,j =
l∑
s=1
e(s−1)(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1],
W
(2)
i,j =
l−1∑
s=1
es(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1] + α
l∑
s=1
(s− 1)e(s−1)(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−2]
+
∑
1≤t≤m+n
r1<r2
(−1)p(i)+p(ei,j)p(ei,t)e(r1−1)(m+n)+t,(r1−1)(m+n)+i[−1]e(r2−1)(m+n)+j,(r2−1)(m+n)+t[−1],
where α = k+(l−1)(m−n). Moreover, provided that α 6= 0 and m+n ≥ 2, W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n)))
is generated by W
(1)
i,j and W
(2)
i,j .
In [27], we define the affine super Yangian Yε1,ε2(ŝl(m|n)) as a deformation of the universal
enveloping algebra of the current algebra of ŝl(m|n). In Section 6, we construct a homomor-
phism from the affne super Yangian to the universal enveloping algebra (see [9] and [20]) of
W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n))) by using W (1)i,j and W (2)i,j . The following theorem is the main result of this
paper.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that m,n ≥ 2 and m 6= n. We also assume that l ≥ 2 and
ε1 =
α
m− n, ε2 = −1−
α
m− n.
Then, there exists an algebra homomorphism
Φ: Yε˜1,ε˜2(ŝl(m|n))→ U(W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n)))).
Moreover, the image of Φ is dense in U(W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n)))) provided that α 6= 0.
By Theorem 1.2, all of rational representations of rectangular W -superalgebras of type A can
be seen as representations of affine super Yangians. In the case that l = 1, we remark that the
corresponding result is shown in [27] and [29].
As a corollarly of Theorem 1.2, we obtain the affine analogue of [24].
Corollary 1.3. We assume that m ≥ 3 and l ≥ 2. Let us set
ε1 =
α
m
, ε2 = −1− α
m
.
There exists an algebra homomorphism
Φ: Yε1,ε2(ŝl(m))→ U(W k(gl(ml), (lm)))
Moreover, provided that k + (l − 1)m 6= 0, the image of Φ is dense in U(W k(gl(ml), (lm))).
In the case when l = 1, Corollary 1.3 is proven in [14], [18], and [19].
We are planning to apply the homomorphism to study the AGT correspondence for parabolic
sheaves. We also remark that Negut advances the similar study in the quantum toroidal setting
([21]).
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the definition of the affine super Yan-
gian and its evaluation map. In Section 3, we recall the definition of the W -superalgebras of type
A and construct the elements W
(1)
i,j and W
(2)
i,j which are in fact the generators of the rectangular
W -superalgebra. In Section 4, we compute OPEs, which are needed for the construction of Φ.
Section 5 is devoted to the proof that W
(1)
i,j and W
(2)
i,j generate the rectangular W -superalgebra.
Finally, in Section 6, we construct the algebra homomorphism from the affine super Yangian to
the universal enveloping algebra of the W -superalgebras of type A.
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2 Affine Super Yangians
First, we recall the definition of the affine super Yangian (see [27] Definition 3.1). Here after, we
set {x, y} as xy + yx.
Definition 2.1. Suppose that m,n ≥ 2 and m 6= n. The affine super Yangian Yε1,ε2(ŝl(m|n)) is
the associative superalgebra over C generated by x+i,r, x
−
i,r, hi,r (i ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,m+n−1}, r ∈ Z≥0)
with parameters ε1, ε2 ∈ C subject to the relations:
[hi,r, hj,s] = 0, (2.2)
[x+i,r, x
−
j,s] = δijhi,r+s, (2.3)
[hi,0, x
±
j,r] = ±aijx±j,r, (2.4)
[hi,r+1, x
±
j,s]− [hi,r, x±j,s+1] = ±aij
ε1 + ε2
2
{hi,r, x±j,s} −mij
ε1 − ε2
2
[hi,r, x
±
j,s], (2.5)
[x±i,r+1, x
±
j,s]− [x±i,r, x±j,s+1] = ±aij
ε1 + ε2
2
{x±i,r, x±j,s} −mij
ε1 − ε2
2
[x±i,r, x
±
j,s], (2.6)∑
w∈S1+|aij |
[x±i,rw(1) , [x
±
i,rw(2)
, . . . , [x±i,rw(1−|aij |) , x
±
j,s] . . . ]] = 0 (i 6= j), (2.7)
[x±i,r, x
±
i,s] = 0 (i = 0,m), (2.8)
[[x±i−1,r, x
±
i,0], [x
±
i,0, x
±
i+1,s]] = 0 (i = 0,m), (2.9)
where
aij =

−1 if (i, j) = (0, 1), (1, 0),
1 if (i, j) = (0,m+ n− 1), (m+ n− 1, 0),
2 if i = j ≤ m− 1,
−2 if i = j ≥ m+ 1,
−1 if i = j ± 1 and max{i, j} ≤ m,
1 if i = j ± 1 and min{i, j} ≥ m+ 1,
0 otherwise,
3
mi,j =

−1 if (i, j) = (0, 1), (1, 0),
1 if (i, j) = (0,m+ n− 1), (m+ n− 1, 0),
ai,i+1 if i = j − 1,
−ai,i−1 if i = j + 1,
0 otherwise,
.
and the generators x±m,r and x
±
0,r are odd and all other generators are even.
In the case when g is ŝl(n), the affine Yangian Yε1,ε2(ŝl(n)) is defined in Definition 3.2 of [13]
and Definition 2.3 of [14].
Note that in Definition 2.1 the number of generators is infinite. It is possible to give a pre-
sentation of the affine super Yangian such that the number of generators is finite, as we explain
below.
First, we show that the affine super Yangian is generated by x+i,r, x
−
i,r, hi,r ({0, 1, · · · ,m+ n−
1}, r = 0, 1). Let us set h˜i,1 = hi,1 − ε1 + ε2
2
h2i,0. When r = 0, (2.5) can be written as
[h˜i,1, x
±
j,s] = ±aij
(
x±j,s+1 −mij
ε1 − ε2
2
x±j,s
)
. (2.10)
By (2.10) and (2.3), we have the following relations;
x±i,r+1 = ±
1
ai,i
[h˜i,1, x
±
i,r], hi,r+1 = [x
+
i,r+1, x
−
i,0] if i 6= m, 0, (2.11)
x±i,r+1 = ±
1
ai+1,i
[h˜i+1,1, x
±
i,r] +mi+1,i
ε1 − ε2
2
x±i,r, hi,r+1 = [x
+
i,r+1, x
−
i,0] if i = m, 0,
(2.12)
for all r ≥ 1. The following theorem describes the presentation of the affine super Yangian
Yε1,ε2(i ∈ ŝl(m|n)) whose generators are x+i,r, x−i,r, hi,r (i ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,m+ n− 1}, r = 0, 1).
Theorem 2.13 (Ueda [27], Theorem 3.13). Suppose that m,n ≥ 2 and m 6= n. The affine
super Yangian Yε1,ε2(ŝl(m|n)) is isomorphic to the superalgebra generated by x+i,r, x−i,r, hi,r (i ∈
{0, 1, · · · ,m+ n− 1}, r = 0, 1) subject to the relations:
[hi,r, hj,s] = 0, (2.14)
[x+i,0, x
−
j,0] = δijhi,0, (2.15)
[x+i,1, x
−
j,0] = δijhi,1 = [x
+
i,0, x
−
j,1], (2.16)
[hi,0, x
±
j,r] = ±aijx±j,r, (2.17)
[h˜i,1, x
±
j,0] = ±aij
(
x±j,1 −mij
ε1 − ε2
2
x±j,0
)
, (2.18)
[x±i,1, x
±
j,0]− [x±i,0, x±j,1] = ±aij
ε1 + ε2
2
{x±i,0, x±j,0} −mij
ε1 − ε2
2
[x±i,0, x
±
j,0], (2.19)
(adx±i,0)
1−|aij |(x±j,0) = 0 (i 6= j), (2.20)
[x±i,0, x
±
i,0] = 0 (i = 0,m), (2.21)
[[x±i−1,0, x
±
i,0], [x
±
i,0, x
±
i+1,0]] = 0 (i = 0,m), (2.22)
where the generators x±m,r and x
±
0,r are odd and all other generators are even.
In the non-super case, Theorem 2.13 is nothing but Theorem 2.13 of [15].
There exists another presentation of the affine super Yangian.
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Proposition 2.23. Suppose that m,n ≥ 2 and m 6= n. The affine super Yangian Yε1,ε2(ŝl(m|n))
is isomorphic to the superalgebra generated by X+i,r, X
−
i,r, Hi,r (i ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,m+ n− 1}, r = 0, 1)
subject to the following relations:
[Hi,r, Hj,s] = 0, (2.24)
[X+i,0, X
−
j,0] = δijHi,0, (2.25)
[X+i,1, X
−
j,0] = δijHi,1 = [X
+
i,0, X
−
j,1], (2.26)
[Hi,0, X
±
j,r] = ±aijX±j,r, (2.27)
[H˜i,1, X
±
j,0] = ±aij
(
X±j,1
)
, if (i, j) 6= (0,m+ n− 1), (m+ n− 1, 0), (2.28)
[H˜0,1, X
±
m+n−1,0] = ±aij
(
X±j,1 − (ε+
m− n
2
~)X±j,0
)
, (2.29)
[H˜m+n−1,1, X±0,0] = ±aij
(
X±j,1 + (ε+
m− n
2
~)X±j,0
)
, (2.30)
[X±i,1, X
±
j,0]− [X±i,0, X±j,1] = ±aij
~
2
{X±i,0, X±j,0} if (i, j) 6= (0,m+ n− 1), (m+ n− 1, 0), (2.31)
[X±0,1, X
±
m+n−1,0]− [X±0,0, X±m+n−1,1] = ±
~
2
{X±0,0, X±m+n−1,0} − (ε+
m− n
2
~)[X±0,0, X
±
m+n−1,0],
(2.32)
(adX±i,0)
1−|aij |(X±j,0) = 0 (i 6= j), (2.33)
[X±i,0, X
±
i,0] = 0 (i = 0,m), (2.34)
[[X±i−1,0, X
±
i,0], [X
±
i,0, X
±
i+1,0]] = 0 (i = 0,m), (2.35)
where H˜i,1 = Hi,1 − ~
2
H2i,0, ~ = ε1 + ε2, ε = −(m − n)ε2, the generators X±m,r and X±0,r are odd
and all other generators are even.
Proof. The isomorphism Ψ from Yε1,ε2(ŝl(m|n)) to the superalgebra defined in Proposition 2.23 is
given by
Ψ(hi,0) = Hi,0, Ψ(x
±
i,0) = X
±
i,0,
Ψ(hi,1) =
H0,1 if i = 0,Hi,1 − i− 2δ(i > m)(i−m)
2
(ε1 − ε2)Hi,0 if i 6= 0.
Since the definition of the affine super Yangian is very complicated, it is not clear whether the
affine super Yangian is trivial or not. However, there exists a non-trivial homomorphism from the
affine super Yangian to the completion of U(ĝl(m|n)), called the evaluation map, as we explain
below.
First, let us recall the definition of the Lie superalgebra ĝl(m|n). We set a Lie superalgebra
ĝl(m|n) as gl(m|n)⊗ C[t, t−1]⊕ Cc˜ whose commutator relations are following;
[a⊗ tm, b⊗ tn] = [a, b]⊗ tm+n +mδm+n,0κ(a, b)c˜,
c˜ is a central element of gˆ,
where κ is an inner product of gl(m|n). In this section, we fix the inner product of gl(m|n) such
that κ(u, v) = str(uv). We denote ĝl(m|n) whose inner product is determined by str as ĝl(m|n)str.
Moreover, we set Ei,j ∈ gl(m|n) as an (m|n)× (m|n)-matrix wohse (i, j) component is 1 and other
componebts are zero.
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Next, we introduce a completion of U(ĝl(m|n)str) as follows. For all s ∈ Z, we set Ei,j(s) as
Ei,j ⊗ ts. We also set three subspaces of ĝl(m|n)str;
n+ =
⊕
i<j,
s≥0
CEi,j(s)⊕
⊕
i≥j,
s≥1
CEi,j(s), n− =
⊕
i<j,
s≥0
CEi,j(−s)⊕
⊕
i≥j,
s≥1
CEi,j(−s),
hˆ =
⊕
1≤i≤m+n
CEi,i.
We also set the grading of n+ and n− as deg(X(s)) = s. Then, U(n±) is a graded algebra. We
denote the degree s component of U(n±) as U(n±)[s].
Definition 2.36. We set
U(ĝl(m|n)str)comp,+ =
⊕
k∈Z
∏
r,s>0,
s−r=k
(U(n−)[−r]⊗ U(hˆ)⊗ U(n+)[s]).
The product of U(ĝl(m|n)str)comp,+ is inherited from the one of U(ĝl(m|n)str). We set the
product of U(ĝl(m|n)str)comp,+ as
[X1(−r1)H1Y1(s1), X2(−r2)H2Y2(s2)]
= X1(−r1)H1[Y1(s1), X2(−r2)]H2Y2(s2) + [X1(−r1)H1, X2(−r2)]Y1(s1)H2Y2(s2)
+X2(−r2)[X1(−r1)H1Y1(s1), H2]Y2(s2) +X2(−r2)H2X1(−r1)[H1Y1(s1), Y2(s2)]
+X2(−r2)H2[X1(−r1), Y2(s2)]H1Y1(s1), (2.37)
where Xi(−ri) ∈ U(n−), Yi(si) ∈ U(n+), and Hi ∈ hˆ. The first term of the right hand side of
(2.37) is equal to
X1(−r1)[Y1(s1), X2(−r2)]H1H2Y2(s2) +X1(−r1)[H1, [Y1(s1), X2(−r2)]]H2Y2(s2)
if [Y1(s1), X2(−r2)] ∈ U(n−),
X1(−r1)H1[Y1(s1), X2(−r2)]H2Y2(s2)
if [Y1(s1), X2(−r2)] ∈ hˆ,
X1(−r1)H1H2[Y1(s1), X2(−r2)]Y2(s2) +X1(−r1)H1[[Y1(s1), X2(−r2)], H2]Y2(s2)
if [Y1(s1), X2(−r2)] ∈ U(n+).
Thus, the first term of the right hand side of (2.37) is belonged to
∏
r,s>0,
s−r=k
(U(n−)[−r] ⊗ U(hˆ) ⊗
U(n+)[s]) such that k = s1 + s2 − r1 − r2. By the similar way, we notice that the other terms are
belonged to
∏
r,s>0,
s−r=k
(U(n−)[−r]⊗ U(hˆ)⊗ U(n+)[s]). Thus, the product is well-defined.
Now, we can define the evaluation map. Let us denote
~ = ε1 + ε2,
p(i) =
{
1 (1 ≤ i ≤ m),
−1 (m+ 1 ≤ i ≥ m+ n), δ(i ≤ j) =
{
1 (i ≤ j),
0 (i > j),
hi =

−E1,1 − Em+n,m+n + c˜ (i = 0),
Eii − Ei+1,i+1 (1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1),
Em,m + Ei+1,i+1 (i = m),
−Eii + Ei+1,i+1 (m+ 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ n− 1),
x+i =
{
Em+n,1 ⊗ t (i = 0),
Ei,i+1 (otherwise),
x−i =
{
E1,m+n ⊗ t−1 (i = 0),
(−1)p(i)Ei+1,i (otherwise).
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Theorem 2.38 (Ueda [27], Proposition 5.2). Assume ~c˜ = (−m + n)ε1 and let a be a complex
number. Then there exists an algebra homomorphism
evε1,ε2 : Yε1,ε2(ŝl(m|n))→ U(ĝl(m|n)str)comp,+
uniquely determined by
evε1,ε2(X
+
i,0) = x
+
i , evε1,ε2(X
−
i,0) = x
−
i , evε1,ε2(Hi,0) = hi,
evε1,ε2(Hi,1) =

(a+ ~c˜)h0 + ~Em+n,m+n(E1,1 − c˜)
−~
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
k=1
(−1)p(k)Em+n,k(−s)Ek,m+n(s)
−~
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
k=1
(−1)p(k)E1,k(−s− 1)Ek,1(s+ 1)
if i = 0,
(a− (i− 2δ(i ≥ m+ 1)(i−m))
2
~)hi − (−1)p(Ei,i+1)~Ei,iEi+1,i+1
+~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
i∑
k=1
(−1)p(k)Ei,k(−s)Ek,i(s)
+~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
k=i+1
(−1)p(k)Ei,k(−s− 1)Ek,i(s+ 1)
−~(−1)p(i+1)
∑
s≥0
i∑
k=1
(−1)p(k)Ei+1,k(−s)Ek,i+1(s)
−~(−1)p(i+1)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
k=i+1
(−1)p(k)Ei+1,k(−s− 1)Ek,i+1(s+ 1)
if i 6= 0,
evε1,ε2(X
+
i,1) =

(a+ ~c˜)x+0 + ~
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
k=1
(−1)p(k)Em+n,k(−s)Ek,1(s+ 1)
if i = 0,
(a− i− 2δ(i ≥ m+ 1)(i−m)
2
~)x+i + ~
∑
s≥0
i∑
k=1
(−1)p(k)Ei,k(−s)Ek,i+1(s)
+~
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
k=i+1
(−1)p(k)Ei,k(−s− 1)Ek,i+1(s+ 1)
if i 6= 0,
evε1,ε2(X
−
i,1) =

(a+ ~c˜)x−0 − ~
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
k=1
(−1)p(k)E1,k(−s− 1)Ek,m+n(s),
if i = 0,
(a− i− 2δ(i ≥ m+ 1)(i−m)
2
~)x−i
+(−1)p(i)~
∑
s≥0
i∑
k=1
(−1)p(k)Ei+1,k(−s)Ek,i(s)
+(−1)p(i)~
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
k=i+1
(−1)p(k)Ei+1,k(−s− 1)Ek,i(s+ 1) if i 6= 0.
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The surjectivity of evε1,ε2 was shown in [29].
Remark 2.39. In the case when g is ŝl(m), the evaluation map was constructed in Section 6 of
[14] and Theorem 3.8 of [18]. In this case, the surjectivity of the evaluation map is shown in
Theorem 4.18 of [19].
3 Rectangular W -superalgebras of type A
First, we recall the definition of the rectangular W -superalgebras of type A (see [16], [17], and
[1]). Here after, for all vertex algebra V , we denote the generating field associated with v ∈ V as
v(z) =
∑
n∈Z
v(n)z
−n−1. We also denote the OPE of V as
u(z)v(w) ∼
∑
s≥0
(u(s)v)(w)
(z − w)s+1
for all u, v ∈ V . We denote the identity vector (resp. translation) as |0〉 (resp. ∂).
Here after, let us set a finite dimensional Lie super algebra g as gl(ml|nl) (l ≥ 2). Since
gl(ml|nl) is isomorphic to gl(m|n) ⊗ gl(l) as a vector space, we identify es(m+n)+i,t(m+n)+j ∈
gl(ml|nl) with ei,j ⊗ es,t ∈ gl(m|n)⊗ gl(l), where ei,j is a matrix whose (i, j)-component is 1 and
other components are zero. We take a nilptoent element f =
l−1∑
s=1
m+n∑
i=1
es(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+i and
fix k ∈ C. Then, we can take an inner product of g (·|·) such that
(u|v) =
{
k str(uv) if u or v is an element of sl(ml|nl),
k str(uv) + (1− c)(−1)p(i)+p(j) if u = ei,i ⊗ er1,r1 , v = ej,j ⊗ er2,r2 ,
(3.1)
where c is a complex number. In Section 6, we set c as 1 in order to prove the main theorem.
Since f is belonged in the even part of gl(ml|nl), we can take a sl2-triple (x, e, f), that is,
[x, e] = e, [x, f ] = −f, [e, f ] = x.
Then, g decomposes into the direct sum of ad(x) eignspaces as follows;
g =
⊕
j∈Z
gj , gj = {y ∈ g | [x, y] = jy}.
Since we fix f =
l−1∑
s=1
m+n∑
i=1
es(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+i, we obtain
gt =
⊕
1≤i,j≤m+n
0≤s≤l
0≤s+t≤l−1
Ces(m+n)+i,(s+t)(m+n)+j .
Let us set
S = {(i, j, s, t) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m+ n, 0 ≤ s, s+ t ≤ l − 1},
S+ = {(i, j, s, t) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m+ n, 0 ≤ s, s+ t ≤ l − 1, t ≥ 1}.
For all α = (i, j, s, t) ∈ S, we also set uα as es(m+n)+i,(s+t)(m+n)+j . We denote p(α) as the parity
of uα. Since the parity of es(m+n)+i,(s+t)(m+n)+j is equal to the parity of ei,j in gl(m|n), we
sometimes denote p(es(m+n)+i,(s+t)(m+n)+j) as p(ei,j).
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Moreover, we set b as
⊕
j≤0 gj . Then, b is a subalgebra of g. We define κ as an inner product
of b such that
κ(u, v) = (u|v) + 1
2
(κg(u, v)− κg0(u, v)).
where κg ( resp. κg0) denotes the Killing form on g (resp. g0). The inner product κ can be
rewritten as
κ(es1(m+n)+i1,t1(m+n)+j1 , es2(m+n)+i2,t2(m+n)+j2)
= (k + (l − 1)(m− n)) str(es1(m+n)+i1,t1(m+n)+j1es2(m+n)+i2,t2(m+n)+j2)
− δs1,t1δs2,t2δi1,j1δi2,j2(c− δs1,s2)(−1)p(i1)+p(i2).
We are in the position to define the affine vertex algebra associated with (b, κ).
Definition 3.2. We set a Lie superalgebra bˆ as b⊗C[t±1]⊕Cc˜ whose commmutator relations are
[atm, btn] = [a, b]tm+n + κ(a, b)c˜,
c˜ is a central element.
We also set a left bˆ-module V κ(b) as U(bˆ)/U(bˆ)(b[t]⊕C(c˜−k)). When we fix one basis {bi}1≤i≤dimb
of b, V κ(b) has a basis{ s∏
a=1
biat
nia + U(bˆ)(b[t]⊕ C(c˜− k)) ∈ U(bˆ)/U(bˆ)(b[t]⊕ C(c˜− k))∣∣∣i1 < i2 < · · · < is, nia < 0}.
We identify V κ(b) with
⊕
i1<i2<···<is,
nia<0
C
s∏
a=1
biat
nia . Then, it has a vertex structure whose identity
vector is 1, differential operator ∂ is ∂(bts) = −sbts−1 and generating fields u(z) are u(z) =∑
m∈Z
(uts)z−s−1. We call V κ(b) as the affine vertex algebra associated with (b, κ).
By the definition of V κ(b), generating fields u(z) and v(z) satisfy
u(z)v(w) ∼ [u, v](w)
z − w +
κ(u, v)
(z − w)2
for all u, v ∈ b. Similarly, we can define the affine vertex algebra associated with g and (·|·).
In order to define the rectangular W -superalgebras, we define one more vertex algebra. Let us
set
g+ =
⊕
j>0
gj , g− =
⊕
j<0
gj , A =
∏
g+, A
∗ =
∏
g∗+, Ach = A⊕A∗, (3.3)
where
∏
stands the reversing the parity of a vector superspace. We also set 〈· , ·〉 as the skew-
supersymmetric bilinear form on Ach defined by
〈A,A〉 = 〈A∗, A∗〉 = 0 , 〈a, b∗〉 = b∗(a) for a ∈ A, b∗ ∈ A∗ .
Define gradings of A,A∗ by
A =
⊕
j>0
Aj , A
∗ =
⊕
j>0
A∗j .
Moreover, we can take {ψβ}β∈S+ (resp. {ψβ}β∈S+) as a basis of A (resp. A∗) which satisfies
ψβ ∈ Cuβ (resp. ψβ ∈ Cu∗β).
The Clifford affinization of A⊕A∗ is the Lie superalgebra (A⊕A∗)⊗C[t, t−1]⊕CK with the
commutator relations
[atx, bty] = δx,−y−1〈a, b〉K, [K, atx] = 0,
for all a, b ∈ A⊕A∗, m, n ∈ Z.
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Definition 3.4. We set a left
(
(A⊕A∗)⊗ C[t, t−1]⊕ CK
)
-module F (A⊕A∗) as
U((A⊕A∗)⊗ C[t, t−1]⊕ CK/U((A⊕A∗)⊗ C[t, t−1]⊕ CK)((A⊕A∗)[t]⊕ C(K − 1)).
When we set {ai}1≤i≤dimA (resp. {ai}1≤i≤dimA∗) as a basis of A (resp. A∗), F (A⊕A∗) has a basis{ u∏
t=1
ajttnjt
s∏
t=1
aitt
nit + U((A⊕A∗)⊗ C[t, t−1]⊕ CK)((A⊕A∗)[t]⊕ C(K − 1))∣∣∣j1 < j2 < · · · < ju, i1 < i2 < · · · < is, nit < 0, njt < 0}.
We identify F (A⊕A∗) with⊕
j1<j2<···<js,
njt≤0
C
u∏
t=1
ajttnjt ⊕
⊕
i1<i2<···<is,
nit≤0
C
s∏
t=1
aitt
nit .
Then, it has a vertex structure whose identity vector is 1, differential operator ∂ is ∂(btm) =
−mbtm−1 and generating fields u(z) are u(z) = ∑m∈Z(utm)z−m−1 for all u ∈ A⊕A∗.
By the definition, the generating fields φ(z) and ψ(z) satisfy
φ(z)ψ(w) ∼ 0 for all φ, ψ ∈ A, φ(z)ψ(w) ∼ 0 for all φ, ψ ∈ A∗,
φ(z)ψ(w) ∼ < φ,ψ >
(z − w)2 for all φ ∈ A,ψ ∈ A
∗.
Then, we define the W -superalgebra as follows; (see Section 1 in [16]).
Definition 3.5. We set an odd field d(z) of V k(gl(ml|nl))⊗ F (A⊕A∗) as
d(z) =
∑
α∈S+
(−1)p(α)uα(z)⊗ ψα(z)− 1
2
∑
α,β,γ∈S+
(−1)p(α)p(γ)cγα,β ⊗ ψγ(z)ψα(z)ψβ(z)
+
∑
α∈S+
(f |uα)⊗ ψα(z),
where cγα,β ∈ C is the structure constant such that [uα, uβ ] =
∑
γ∈S+
cγα,βuγ . Then, the rectangular
W -superalgebra W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n))) is defined as
W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n))) = {y ∈ V k(gl(ml|nl))⊗ F (A⊕A∗) | d0(y) = 0},
where d0 is the residue of d at z = 0.
We construct more easier definition of the rectangular W -superalgebra (see Section 2 in [16]).
For all v ∈ b, we take the field J (v)(z) as
J (v)(z) = v(z) +
∑
α,β∈S+
(−1)p(α)cαβ(v) : ψα(z)ψβ(z) :,
where cαβ(v) is the constant term such that [v, uβ ] =
∑
α∈S
cαβ(v)uα and : ψ
α(z)ψβ(z) : is a normally
ordered product of ψα(z)ψβ(z). By direct computation, we obtain
J (u)(z)J (v)(w) ∼ [u, v](w)
(z − w) +
κ(u, v)
(z − w)2
for all u, v ∈ b. We also set a vertex algebra Ck(g) as a subalgebra of V κ(b) ⊗ F (A∗) spanned
by {
s∏
a=1
∂naJ (ua)
t∏
b=1
∂nbψvb |0〉 | ua ∈ b, vb ∈ S+, na ≥ 0, nb ≥ 0}. By [16], we can realize the
rectangular W -superalgebra in Ck(gl(ml|nl)) as follows.
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Theorem 3.6. The rectangular W -superalgebra W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n))) is given by
W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n))) = {y ∈ Ck(gl(ml|nl)) | d0(y) = 0},
where d0 : Ck(gl(ml|nl))→ Ck(gl(ml|nl)) is defined by
[d0, J
(v)] =
∑
β∈S+
([f, v]|uβ)ψβ −
∑
β∈S+
[v,uβ ]∈b
(−1)p(v)(p(β)+1) : ψβJ ([v,uβ ]) :
+
∑
β∈S+
(k(v|uβ) + strg+ p+(ad v)(aduβ))∂ψβ , (3.7)
[d0, ψα] = −1
2
∑
β,γ∈S+
(−1)p(α)p(β)cαβγψβψγ , (3.8)
where strg+ is the restriction of str to g+ and p+ is the projection from g to g+.
For all s ∈ Z, we define J (u)[−s] and ψi,j [−s] as
J (u)(z) =
∑
s∈Z
(J (u)[s])z−s−1,
ψi,j(z) =
∑
s∈Z
ψi,j [s]z
−s−1.
Moreover, we sometimes denote J (u)[−s] as u[−s] since the OPE of J (u) and J (v) is corresponding
to that of u and v.
The rest of this section is devoted to the construction of two kinds of elements W
(1)
i,j and W
(2)
i,j ,
which are generators of the rectangular W -superalgebra W k(gl(lm|ln), (l(m|n))).
First, let us recall how to construct the generators of the principal W -algebra W k(gl(l), (l1)).
This result is first proved by Section 2 in [2]. By Theorem 3.6, the principal W -algebra can be
realized as
W k(gl(l), (l1)) = {x ∈ Ck(gl(l)) | d˜0(x) = 0},
where gl(l)≤0 is the Lie algebra
⊕
1≤j≤i≤l
Cei,j and d˜0 : Ck(gl(l))→ Ck(gl(l)) is determined by
d˜0(ei,j [−1]) =
∑
j≤r≤i−1
er,j [−1]ψr,i[−1]−
∑
j+1≤r≤i
ψs,ret,r[−1]
+ piψs,t[−2] + ψt+1,s[−1]− ψt,s−1[−1],
d˜0(ψi,j [−1]) = −1
2
∑
β,γ∈S+
(−1)p(ei,j)p(β)cei,jβγ ψβ [−1]ψγ [−1],
where we set pi as k + (l − 1). Let us set an l × l matrix A = (ai,j) as
B = (bi,j)1≤i,j≤l

piτ + el,l[−1] −1 0 . . . 0
el,l−1[−1] piτ + el−1,l−1[−1] −1 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
el,2[−1] el−1,2[−1] . . . pi τ + e2,2[−1] −1
el,1[−1] el−1,1[−1] . . . e2,1[−1] piτ + e1,1[−1]

(3.9)
whose entries are elements of U(gl(l)≤0[t−1]t−1)⊗C[τ ]. We define a Lie algebra gl(l)≤0[t−1]t−1 ⊗
C[τ ] whose commutator relations
[x, y] = [x, y] in gl(l)≤0[t−1]t−1 for all x, y ∈ gl(l)≤0[t−1]t−1,
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[τ, x[−m]] = mx[−m− 1].
We define
cdet(B) :=
∑
σ∈Sl
sgn(σ)bσ(1),1bσ(2),2 · · · bσ(l),l ∈ U(gl(l)≤0[t−1]t−1)⊗ C[τ ].
Then, we can rewrite cdet(B) as
l∑
r=0
(piτ)l−rW (r)i,j such that W
(r) ∈ U(gl(l)≤0[t−1]t−1) ⊂ Ck(gl(l)).
By proving that d˜0(cdet(B)) = 0 holds, we obtain the following Theorem (see Theorem 2.1 of [2]).
Theorem 3.10. The W -superalgebra W k(gl(l), (l1)) has the generators {W (r)}1≤r≤l.
Next, let us consider the general case. Here after, let us set α as k+ (l−1)(m−n). We denote
a tensor algebra of an algebra A as T (A). We construct a map
T˜i,j : T (gl(l)≤0[t−1]t−1)→ T (b[t−1]t−1)
determined by
T˜i,j(x) = (−1)p(i)x⊗ ei,j ∈ gl(l)≤0[t−1]t−1 ⊗ gl(m|n) = b[t−1]t−1,
T˜i,j(xy) =
m+n∑
r=1
T˜i,r(x)T˜r,j(y)
for all x, y ∈ T (gl(l)≤0)[t−1]t−1 We also set superalgebras am,n = b[t−1]t−1 ⊗A∗[t−1] and a˜m,n =
am,n ⊗ C[τ ] whose defining relations are
[x, y] := [x, y] in b[t−1]t−1 for all x, y ∈ b[t−1]t−1,
[x, y] := 0 in A∗[t−1]t−1 for all x, y ∈ A∗[t−1]t−1,
[τ, x[−s]] = sx[−s− 1] for all x ∈ am,n.
Then, W
(r)
i,j ∈ U(b[t−1]t−1) = V κ(b) ⊂ Ck(gl(ml|nl)) is defined by
Tj,i(cdet(B)) =
l∑
r=0
(ατ)l−rW (r)i,j , (3.11)
where B is defined by replacing pi of (3.9) with α
Theorem 3.12. For all m,n ≥ 0 such that m 6= n, W (r)i,j are the elements of the W -superalgebra
W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n))).
Remark 3.13. In the non-super case, Theorem 3.12 is shown in Theorem 3.1 of [2]. Moreover, in
[2], we show that W
(r)
i,j strongly generate the rectangular W -superalgebra W
k(gl(ml), (lm)).
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.12 is derived from the proof of Theorem 3.10. We introduce some
maps. Under this assumption that pi is equal to α, we define a map dp0 : T (gl(l)≤0) → T (a˜1,0)
determined by the same formula as that of d˜0. We also set a map
T pi,j : T (a˜1,0)→ Ck(g)⊗ C[τ ]
determined by
T pi,j(es,t[u]) = (−1)p(ej,i)e(s−1)(m+n)+i,(t−1)(m+n)+j [u],
T pi,j(ψs,t[u]) = ψ(t−1)(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[u],
T pi,j(xy) =
m+n∑
r=1
(−1)p(r)+p(ei,r)p(er,j)T pr,j(x)T pi,r(y).
Then, we have the following claim.
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Claim 3.14. The relation [d0, T˜i,j(a)] = T
p
i,j([d
p
0, a]) holds for all a ∈ gl(l)≤0.
Proof. By the definition of T˜j,i and d0, we have
[d0, T˜j,i(es,t)]
= [d0, (−1)p(j)e(m+n)(s−1)+j,(m+n)(t−1)+i[−1]]
=
∑
t≤a≤s,
1≤r≤m+n
(−1)p(er,j)+p(j)ψ(a−1)(m+n)+r,(s−1)(m+n)+j [−1]e(a−1)(m+n)+r,(t−1)(m+n)+i[−1]
−
∑
t+1≤a≤s+1,
1≤r≤m+n
(−1)γψ(t−1)(m+n)+i,(a−1)(m+n)+r[−1]e(s−1)(m+n)+j,(a−1)(m+n)+r[−1]
+ (−1)p(j)α str(ej,iei,j)ψ(t−1)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+j [−2]
+ (−1)p(j) str(ej,iei,j){ψ(t−1)(m+n)+i,(s)(m+n)+j [−1]− ψ(t−2)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+j [−1]},
(3.15)
such that γ = p(ei,r)(p(ei,j) + 1) + p(j). By the definition of d
p
0 and T
p
i,j , we also obtain
T pj,i([d
p
0, es,t])
= T pj,i(
∑
1≤r≤l
er,s[−1]ψr,t[−1])
− T pj,i(
∑
1≤r≤l
ψs,r[−1]et,r[−1]) + T pj,i(αψs,t[−2] + ψt+1,s[−1]− ψt,s−1[−1])
=
∑
t≤a≤s,
1≤r≤m+n
(−1)p(γ)ψ(a−1)(m+n)+r,(s−1)(m+n)+j [−1]e(a−1)(m+n)+r,(t−1)(m+n)+i[−1]
−
∑
t+1≤a≤s+1,
1≤r≤m+n
(−1)p(β)ψ(t−1)(m+n)+i,(a−1)(m+n)+r[−1]e(s−1)(m+n)+j,(a−1)(m+n)+r[−1]
+ αψ(t−1)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+j [−2]
+ {ψ(t−1)(m+n)+i,(s)(m+n)+j [−1]− ψ(t−2)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+j [−1]}, (3.16)
where γ = p(er,i) + p(r) + p(ei,r)p(er,j) + p(ei,r)(p(er,j) + 1) and β = p(er,j) + p(r) + p(ei,r)p(er,j).
Computing the parity, we notice the four relations;
the first term of the right hand side of (3.15)
= the first term of the right hand side of (3.16),
the second term of the right hand side of (3.15)
= the second term of the right hand side of (3.16),
the third term of the right hand side of (3.15)
= the third term of the right hand side of (3.16),
the 4-th term of the right hand side of (3.15)
= the 4-th term of the right hand side of (3.16).
Thus, we have obtained the relation [d0, Ti,j(a)] = T
p
i,j([d
p
0, a]).
By Claim 3.14, we obtain
[d0, Ti,j(cdet(B))] = T
p
i,j([d
p
0, cdet(B)]). (3.17)
Since [dp0, cdet(B)] = 0 holds by the proof of Theorem 2.1 of [2], the right hand side of (3.17) is
equal to zero. Thus, we have obtained the relation [d0,W
(r)
i,j ] = 0.
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We write down W
(1)
i,j and W
(2)
i,j explicitly. By (3.11), we have
W
(1)
i,j = (−1)p(j)
∑
1≤s≤l
e(s−1)(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1],
W
(2)
i,j = (−1)p(j)
∑
1≤s≤l−1
es(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1]
+ α(−1)p(j)
∑
1≤s≤l
(s− 1)e(s−1)(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−2]
+
∑
r1<r2
1≤t≤m+n
(−1)p(t)+p(j)e(r2)j,t [−1]e(r1)t,i [−1]
such that e
(r)
j,i := e(r−1)(m+n)+j,(r−1)(m+n)+i. Computing the parity and exchanging the order of
e
(r2)
j,t [−1] and e(r1)t,i [−1] of the third term of W (2)i,j , we have
(−1)p(j)W (1)i,j =
∑
1≤s≤l
e(s−1)(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1],
(−1)p(j)W (2)i,j =
∑
1≤s≤l−1
es(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1] +
∑
1≤s≤l
e(s−1)(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−2]
+
∑
r1<r2
1≤t≤m+n
(−1)p(i)+p(ei,j)p(ei,t)e(r1)t,i e(r2)j,t .
Here after, we replace W
(1)
i,j and W
(2)
i,j as follows;
W
(1)
i,j =
∑
1≤s≤l
e(s−1)(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1],
W
(2)
i,j =
∑
1≤s≤l−1
es(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1] +
∑
1≤s≤l
e(s−1)(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−2]
+
∑
r1<r2
1≤t≤m+n
(−1)p(i)+p(ei,j)p(ei,t)e(r1)t,i e(r2)j,t .
In fact, W
(1)
i,j and W
(2)
i,j generates the W -superalgebra W
k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n))) (see Section 5).
4 OPE of rectangular W -algebras
First, let us recall the definition of the universal enveloping algebras of vertex algebras. Let V be
a vertex algebra and ∂ is the translation of V . When we set
L(V ) := V⊗C[t, t−1]/Im(∂ ⊗ id + id⊗ d
dt
), (4.1)
the algebra L(V ) has the Lie algebra structure whose commutation relation is given by
[uta, vtb] =
∑
r≥0
(
a
r
)
(u(r)v)t
a+b−r,
for all u, v ∈ V and a, b ∈ Z. Now, we are in a position to define the universal enveloping algebra
of V .
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Definition 4.2. We set U(V ) as the quotient algebra of the standard degreewise completion of
the universal eneloping algebra of L(V ) by the completion of the two-sided ideal generated by
(u(a)v)t
b −
∑
i≥0
(
a
i
)
(−1)i(uta−ivtb+i − (−1)p(u)p(v)(−1)avta+b−iuti), (4.3)
|0〉t−1 − 1, (4.4)
where |0〉 is the identity vector of V . We call U(V ) as the universal enveloping algebra of V .
By using the universal enveloping algebra, we can write down the OPE of W
(1)
i,j and W
(1)
x,y
simplily. We introduce a Lie super algebra ĝl(m|n)κ generated by gl(m|n) ⊗ C[t±1] ⊕ Cc˜ whose
commutator relations are
c˜ is a central element,
[u⊗ tm, v ⊗ tn] = [u, v]⊗ tm+n +mα str(uv)c˜, if u or , v ∈ sl(m|n)
[Ei,i ⊗ tm, Ej,j ⊗ tn] = mα str(ei,iej,j)c˜− l(lc− 1)ep(i)+p(j),
where Ei,i is an element of gl(m|n) whose (i, i)-component is 1 and other components are zero. We
can relate U(ĝl(m|n)κ) with the universal enveloping algebra of W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n))) as follows.
Lemma 4.5. There exists a homomorphism from the universal enveloping algebra of ĝl(m|n)κ to
the universal enveloping algebra of W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n))) determined by
ξ(Ei,jt
s) = W
(1)
j,i t
s, ξ(c˜) = lαt−1 Ψ(1) = |0〉t−1,
such that |0〉 is an identity vector of W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n))).
Here after, we identify U(ĝl(m|n))κ as a subalgebra of U(W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n)))) via ξ.
When we construct the homomorphism from the affine super Yangian to the universal envelop-
ing algebra of W -superalgebras in Section 6, we need to compute the following terms;
(W
(1)
i,j )(0)W
(2)
s,t , (W
(1)
i,j )(1)W
(2)
s,t , (W
(2)
i,i )(0)W
(2)
j,j , (W
(2)
i,i )(1)W
(2)
j,j .
We state the result of the computation of these terms by the following three lemmas.
Lemma 4.6. We obtain
(W (1)u,v)(0)W
(2)
i,j = δj,uW
(2)
i,v − δi,v(−1)p(eu,v)p(ei,j)W (2)u,j .
Lemma 4.7. The following equation holds;
(W (1)v,w)(1)W
(2)
i,j = α(l − 1)δj,vW (1)i,w − (l − 1)(lc− 1)(−1)p(w)δv,wW (1)i,j .
Lemma 4.8. We obtain
(W
(2)
i,i )(0)W
(2)
j,j = (−1)p(i)W (1)i,j W (2)j,i − (−1)p(j)W (1)j,i W (2)i,j + δi,j(−1)p(i)α∂W (2)j,j
− (−1)p(i)∂W (2)j,j − α(−1)p(j)W (1)j,i ∂W (1)i,j + {(l − 1)2c− (l − 1)} : W (1)j,j ∂W (1)i,i :
+
1
2
δi,j(l + 1)lα∂
2W
(1)
i,i +
1
2
(−1)p(i)(l + 1)l∂2W (1)i,i
− (−1)p(i)(l − 1)(l − 2)c∂2W (1)i,i +
1
2
(−1)p(i)α∂2W (1)j,j −
1
2
(−1)p(j)α∂2W (1)i,i
and
(W
(2)
i,i )(1)W
(2)
j,j = (−1)p(i)W (1)i,j W (2)j,i − (−1)p(j)W (1)j,i W (2)i,j + {(l − 1)2c− (l − 1)} : W (1)j,j W (1)i,i :
− 2δi,j(−1)p(i)αW (2)i,i − (−1)p(i)W (2)j,j − (−1)p(j)W (2)i,i + α(−1)p(j)W (1)j,i ∂W (1)i,j
+ δi,j(l + 1)lα∂W
(1)
i,i + (−1)p(i)(l + 1)l∂W (1)i,i − 2(−1)p(i)(l − 1)(l − 2)c∂W (1)i,i .
These lemmas are proven by direct computation. We omit the proof.
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5 The generators of rectangular W -superalgebras of type A
In this section, we show that W
(1)
i,j and W
(2)
i,j generate the rectangular W -superalgebra.
Theorem 5.1. The rectangular W -superalgebra W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n))) is generated by W (1)i,j and
W
(2)
i,j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ m+ n) provided that α = k + (l − 1)(m− n) 6= 0, m 6= n and m+ n ≥ 2.
Proof. In order to prove Theorem 5.1, let us set the grading deg on b such that deg(x) = j for all
x ∈ b ∩ gj . Then, by Theorem 4.1 of [16], if W (1)i,j and W (2)i,j generate the term whose form is
l−r+1∑
s=1
e(r+s−2)(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i + the sum of higher terms,
W
(1)
i,j and W
(2)
i,j generate W
k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n))) since
{
l−r+1∑
s=1
e(r+s−2)(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i|1 ≤ r ≤ l, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m+ n}
forms a basis of gl(ml|nl)f . We show that W (1)i,j and W (2)i,j genrate these terms by two claims, that
is, Claim 5.5 and Claim 5.6. In Claim 5.5 below, we show that W
(1)
i,j and W
(2)
i,j generate the term
whose form is
(−1)p(i)
l−r+1∑
s=1
e(r+s−2)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1]
− (−1)p(i+1)
l−r+1∑
s=1
e(r+s−2)(m+n)+i+1,(s−1)(m+n)+i+1[−1] + the sum of higher terms
or
l−r+1∑
s=1
e(r+s−2)(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1] + the sum of higher terms (i 6= j).
where 1 ≤ r ≤ l. In Claim 5.6 below, we prove that W (1)i,j and W (2)i,j generate the term whose form
is
l−r+1∑
s=1
e(r+s−2)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1] + the sum of higher terms.
for all 1 ≤ r ≤ l. Thus, Theorem 5.1 is derived from Claim 5.5 and Claim 5.6. In order to prove
Claims 5.5 and 5.6, we prepare the following claim.
Claim 5.2. The following equations hold;
(
l−1∑
s=1
es(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1])(0)
l−w+1∑
t=1
e(w+t−2)(m+n)+u,(t−1)(m+n)+v[−1]
=
l−w∑
t=1
δi,ue(w+t−1)(m+n)+j,(t−1)(m+n)+v[−1]
− (−1)p(ei,j)p(eu,v)
l−w+1∑
t=1
δj,ve(w+t−1)(m+n)+u,(t−1)(m+n)+i[−1], (5.3)
(W
(1)
i,j )(0)(
l−r+1∑
s=1
e(r+s−2)n+s,(s−1)n+t[−1])
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=l−r+1∑
s=1
δi,xe(r+s−2)(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+y[−1]
− (−1)p(ei,j)p(es,t)
l−r+1∑
s=1
δj,ye(r+s−2)(m+n)+x,(u−1)(m+n)+i[−1]. (5.4)
Claim 5.2 is proven by direct computation. We omit the proof. We remark that since W
(2)
i,j
has the form such that
l−1∑
s=1
es(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1] + the sum of degree 0 terms,
we have
(W
(2)
i,j )(0)Q = (
l−1∑
s=1
es(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1])(0)Q+ the sum of degree 0 terms,
where Q is an element of W k(gl(ml|nl)|(l(m|n))). By (5.3) and (5.4), it is easy to obtain the
following claim.
Claim 5.5. (1) The elements W
(1)
i,j and W
(2)
i,j generate the term whose form is
l−r+1∑
s=1
e(r+s−2)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+j [−1] + the sum of higher terms (i 6= j).
(2) The elements W
(1)
i,j and W
(2)
i,j generate the term whose form is
(−1)p(i)
l−r+1∑
s=1
e(r+s−2)n+i,(s−1)n+i[−1]− (−1)p(i+1)
l−r+1∑
s=1
e(r+s−2)(m+n)+i+1,(s−1)(m+n)+i+1[−1]
+ the sum of higher terms.
Proof. First, let us show the statement of (1). Since W
(2)
i,j has the form such that
l−1∑
s=1
es(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1] + the sum of degree 0 terms.
Thus, we obtain
((W
(2)
i,i )(0))
rW
(1)
j,i = (
l−1∑
s=1
es(m+n)+j,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1])(0)W (1)j,i + the sum of higher terms.
By (5.3), we have
((W
(2)
i,i )(0))
rW
(1)
j,i =
l−r+1∑
s=1
e(r+s−2)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+j [−1] + the sum of higher terms
for all i 6= j. Thus, we have obtained the statement of (1).
Next, let us show the statement of (2) holds. By (1), the element whose form is
l−r+1∑
s=1
e(r+s−2)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+j [−1] + the sum of higher terms
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is generated by W
(1)
i,j and W
(2)
i,j . By (5.4), we have
(W
(1)
i,j )(0)
l−r+1∑
s=1
e(r+s−2)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+j [−1]
= (−1)p(i)
l−r+1∑
s=1
e(r+s−2)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1]
− (−1)p(i+1)
l−r+1∑
s=1
e(r+s−2)(m+n)+i+1,(s−1)(m+n)+i+1[−1] + the sum of higher terms.
Thus, we have proved (2).
Next, we show thet W
(1)
i,j and W
(2)
i,j generate
∑
1≤t≤l−r+1
e(t+r−2)(m+n)+i,(t−1)(m+n)+i.
Claim 5.6. The elements W
(1)
i,j and W
(2)
i,j generate the term whose form is∑
1≤t≤l−r+1
e(t+r−2)(m+n)+i,(t−1)(m+n)+i[−1]
for all 1 ≤ r ≤ l.
Proof. It is enough to show that
(W
(2)
i,i )(1)(W
(1)
i,i+1)(0){(W (2)i,i )(0)}
rW
(1)
i+1,i
= (−1)p(ei,i+1)α
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i[−1]
+ r(−1)p(i+1)
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i[−1]
− r(−1)p(i)
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i+1,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i+1[−1] + higher terms. (5.7)
holds since we have shown that the sum of the last two terms of (5.7) is generated by W
(1)
i,j and
W
(2)
i,j . Let us set
Z =
∑
1≤s≤l−1
es(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1],
W =
∑
1≤r1<r2≤l
1≤t≤m+n
(−1)p(i)e(r1)t,i [−1]e(r2)i,t [−1] + α
∑
1≤s≤l−1
(s− 1)e(s)i,i [−2].
The element W
(2)
i,i is the sum of degree −1 element Z and degree 0 elements. Let us set W as
W
(2)
i,i − Z. Thus, the left hand side of (5.7) is equal to
Z(1)(
∑
1≤s≤l
e(s−1)(m+n)+i+1,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1])(0)(Z(0))r
∑
1≤s≤l
e(s−1)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+i+1[−1]
+W(1)(
∑
1≤s≤l
e(s−1)(m+n)+i+1,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1])(0)(Z(0))r
∑
1≤s≤l
e(s−1)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+i+1[−1]
+
∑
1≤d≤r
Z(1)
∑
1≤s≤l
(e(s−1)(m+n)+i+1,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1])(0)(Z(0))r−dW(0)(Z(0))d−1W (1)i+1,i
+ the higher terms. (5.8)
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Let us compute the each terms of (5.8). First, we compute the first two term of (5.8). By (5.3)
and (5.4), we have
(
∑
1≤s≤l
e(s−1)(m+n)+i+1,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1])(0)(Z(0))r
∑
1≤s≤l
e(s−1)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+i+1[−1]
=
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i+1,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i+1[−1]
− (−1)p(ei,i+1)
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i[−1]. (5.9)
Applying (5.9) to the first term of (5.10), we obtain
the first term of (5.8)
= (
∑
1≤t≤l
es(m+n)+i,(s−1)n+i)(1)(the right hand side of (5.9))
= 0
since κ(es(m+n)+i,(s−1)n+i, e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i) = 0 holds. Next, let us compute the
second term of (5.8). By (5.9), it is the sum of
((−1)p(i)
∑
r1<r2
1≤u≤m+n
e
(r1)
u,i [−1]e(r2)i,u [−1])(1)(
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i+1,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i+1[−1])
− (−1)p(i+1)(
∑
r1<r2
1≤u≤m+n
e
(r1)
u,i [−1]e(r2)i,u [−1])(1)
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i[−1]) (5.10)
and
(α
∑
2≤s≤n
(s− 1)e(s)i,i [−2])(1)
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i+1,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i+1[−1]
− (−1)p(ei,i+1)(α
∑
2≤s≤n
(s− 1)e(s)i,i [−2])(1)
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i[−1]). (5.11)
Let us compute (5.10) and (5.11). By direct computation, the second term of (5.10) is equal to
− (−1)p(i+1)
∑
r1<r2
1≤u≤m+n
1≤t≤l
[e
(r1)
u,i , [e
(r2)
i,u , e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i]][−1]
− (−1)p(i+1)
∑
r1<r2
1≤u≤m+n
1≤t≤l
κ(e
(r2)
i,u , e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i)e
(r1)
u,i [−1]
− (−1)p(i+1)
∑
r1<r2
1≤u≤m+n
1≤t≤l
(−1)p(ei,m)κ(e(r1)u,i , e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i)e(r2)i,u [−1]
= −(−1)p(i+1)
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i[−1] + 0 + 0.
By the similar computation, the first term of (5.10) is equal to
(−1)p(i+1)
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i[−1].
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By direct computation, we rewrite the second term of (5.11) as
(5.11) = α
∑
1≤s≤l
1≤t≤l
(s− 1)[e(s)i,i , e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i][−1]
= rα(−1)p(ei,i+1)
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i[−1].
By the similar computation, we notice that the first term of (5.11) is zero. Thus, we obtain
the sum of first two terms of (5.8)
= rα(−1)p(ei,i+1)
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i[−1]. (5.12)
Next, we compute the third term of (5.8). By the definition of universal vertex algebra, we have
the relation
(
∑
1≤s≤l−1
(s− 1)e(s)i,i [−2])(0) = 0.
Thus, we can rewrite the third term of (5.8) as∑
1≤d≤r
Z(1)
∑
1≤s≤l
(e(s−1)(m+n)+i+1,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1])(0)(Z(0))r−d
· ((−1)p(i)
∑
r1<r2
1≤t≤m+n
er1t,i[−1]er2i,t[−1])(0)(Z(0))d−1W (1)i+1,i.
Let us denote Td as the operator∑
1≤d≤r
Z(1)
∑
1≤s≤l
(e(s−1)(m+n)+i+1,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1])(0)(Z(0))r−d
and Bd as the element
(
∑
r1<r2
1≤t≤m+n
er1t,i[−1]er2i,t[−1])(0)(Z(0))d−1W (1)i+1,i
Let us rewrite Td and Bd. By (5.4) and (5.3), Td is the sum of T
1
d and T
2
d such that
T 1d =
r−d∑
g=0
(Z(0))
r−d−g(
∑
1≤s≤l−1
e(s+g)(m+n)+i+1,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1])(1), (5.13)
T 2d = (W
(1)
i,i+1)(0)
r−d∑
g=0
(Z(0))
r−d−g(
∑
1≤s≤l−1
e(s+g)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1])(1). (5.14)
Next, let us compute Bd. Since
(Z(0))
d−1W (1)i+1,i =
∑
d≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−d)(m+n)+i+1[−1]. (5.15)
holds by (5.4) and (5.3), Bd is equal to
((−1)p(i)
∑
1≤r1<r2≤l
1≤u≤m+n
e
(r1)
u,i [−1]e(r2)i,u [−1])(0)
∑
d≤t≤l
e(t1−1)(m+n)+i,(t1−d)(m+n)+i+1[−1]
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= (−1)p(i)
∑
1≤r1<r2≤l
1≤u≤m+n
∑
d≤t≤l
e
(r1)
u,i [−1][e(r2)i,u , e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−d)(m+n)+i+1][−1]
+
∑
1≤r1<r2≤l
1≤u≤m+n
(−1)p(u)
∑
d≤t≤l
(−1)p(ei,u)e(r2)i,u [−1][e(r1)u,i , e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−d)(m+n)+i+1][−1]
+ (−1)p(i+1)
∑
1≤r1<r2≤l
1≤u≤m+n
∑
d≤t≤l
κ(e
(r1)
u,i , e(t1−1)(m+n)+i,(t1−d)(m+n)+i+1)e
(r2)
i,u [−2]. (5.16)
By direct computation, we notice that the first term of the right hand side of (5.16) is equal to
(−1)p(i)
∑
d≤r1<t≤l
e
(r1)
i,i [−1]e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−d)(m+n)+i+1[−1] (5.17)
and the second term of the right hand side of (5.16) is equal to∑
l≥r2>t≥d
(−1)p(u)e(r2)i,u [−1]e(t−1)(m+n)+u,(t−d)(m+n)+i+1[−1]
−
∑
l≥r2>t−d+1
(−1)p(i+1)e(r2)i,i+1[−1]e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−d)(m+n)+i[−1]. (5.18)
By the definition of κ, the third term of the right hand side of (5.16) is equal to
αδd,1
∑
1≤r2≤l
(r2 − 1)e(r2)i,i+1[−2].
Then, we obtain
Bd = (−1)p(i)
∑
d≤r1<t≤l
e
(r1)
i,i [−1]e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−d)(m+n)+i+1[−1]
+
∑
l≥r2>t≥d
1≤u≤m+n
(−1)p(u)e(r2)i,u [−1]e(t−1)(m+n)+u,(t−d)(m+n)+i+1[−1]
− (−1)p(i+1)
∑
l≥r2>t−d+1
e
(r2)
i,i+1[−1]e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−d)(m+n)+i[−1]
+ αδd,1
∑
1≤r2≤l
(r2 − 1)e(r2)i,i+1[−2]
= (−1)p(i)
∑
r1 6=t
e
(r1)
i,i [−1]e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−d)(m+n)+i+1[−1])
+
∑
r2>t
u6=i
(−1)p(u)e(r2)i,t [−1]e(t−1)(m+n)+u,(t−d)(m+n)+i+1[−1]
− (−1)p(i+1)
∑
r2>t−d+1
e
(r2)
i,i+1[−1]e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−d)(m+n)+i[−1]
+ αδd,1
∑
1≤r2≤l
(r2 − 1)e(r2)i,i+1[−2]. (5.19)
Finally, we compute Td(Bd) We divide Bd into two piecies such that
B1d = (−1)p(i)
∑
r1 6=t
e
(r1)
i,i [−1]e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−d)(m+n)+i+1[−1])
+
∑
r2>t
u 6=i
(−1)p(u)e(r2)i,t [−1]e(t−1)(m+n)+u,(t−d)(m+n)+i+1[−1]
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− (−1)p(i+1)
∑
r2>t−d+1
e
(r2)
i,i+1[−1]e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−d)(m+n)+i[−1],
B2d = αδd,1
∑
1≤r2≤l
(r2 − 1)e(r2)i,i+1[−2].
First, let us compute
∑
1≤d≤r Td(B
2
d). By (5.3) and (5.4), we obtain∑
1≤d≤r
Td(B
2
d) = −(−1)p(ei,i+1)αZ(1)
∑
1≤r2≤l
(r2 − 1)e(r2+r−2)(m+n)+i,(r2−1)(m+n)+i+1[−2].
By direct computation, we have∑
1≤d≤r
Td(B
2
d) = (−1)p(ei,i+1)(r − 1)
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i[−1]. (5.20)
Next, let us computeTd(B
1
d) = T
1
d (B
1
d) +T
2
d (B
1
d). First, we compute T
1
d (Bd). In order to compute
T 1d (Bd), we prepare the following equations;∑
1≤s≤l
(e(s+g)(m+n)+i+1,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1])(1)
· ((−1)p(i)
∑
r1 6=t
e
(r1)
i,i [−1]e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−d)(m+n)+i+1[−1])
= −
∑
1≤t≤l
(−1)p(i+1)e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−g−d−1)(m+n)+i[−1], (5.21)∑
1≤s≤l
(e(s+g)(m+n)+i+1,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1])(1)
· (
∑
r2>t
u6=i
(−1)p(u)e(r2)i,u [−1]e(t−1)(m+n)+u,(t−d)(m+n)+i+1[−1]) = 0, (5.22)
∑
s1
(e(s1+g)(m+n)+i+1,(s1−1)(m+n)+i[−1])(1)
· ((−1)p(i+1)
∑
r2>t−d
e
(r2)
i,i+1[−1]e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−d)(m+n)+i[−1])
=
∑
1≤t≤l
(−1)p(i+1)e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−g−d−1)(m+n)+i[−1], (5.23)
We only show the relation (5.23) holds. The other relations are proven similarly. By direct
computation, (5.23) is equal to∑
1≤s≤l
∑
r2>t−d+1
[[e(s+g−1)(m+n)+i+1,(s−1)(m+n)+i, e
r2
i,i+1], e(t−1)n+i,(t−d)n+i)][−1]
=
∑
1≤t≤l
(−1)p(ei,i+1)e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−g−d−1)(m+n)+i[−1].
Thus, we have obtained (5.23). By (5.21)-(5.23) and (5.13), we find the relation
T 1d (Bd) = 0. (5.24)
Similarly to (5.21)-(5.23), we obtain the following equations;∑
1≤s≤l
(e(s+g)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1])(1)
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· ((−1)p(i)
∑
r1 6=t
e
(r1)
i,i e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−d)(m+n)+i+1)
= −(−1)p(i+1)
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−g−d−1)(m+n)+i+1[−1], (5.25)∑
s
(e(s+g)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1])(1)
· (
∑
r2>t
u6=i
(−1)p(u)e(r2)i,u e(t−1)(m+n)+u,(t−d)(m+n)+i+1[−1])
= 0, (5.26)∑
1≤s≤l
(e(s+g)(m+n)+i,(s−1)(m+n)+i[−1])(1)
· ((−1)p(i+1)
∑
r2>t−d
e
(r2)
i,i+1e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−d)(m+n)+i[−1])
= 0. (5.27)
By (5.25)-(5.27) and (5.14), we obtain
T 2d (Bd) = −(−1)p(i+1)(W (1)i,i+1)(0)
r−d∑
g=0
Zr−d−g
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−g−d−1)(m+n)+i+1[−1].
Then, by (5.3) and (5.4), we have
T 2d (Bd) = (−1)p(i+1)δd+g,r
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i+1,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i+1[−1]
− δd+g,r(−1)p(i)
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i[−1]. (5.28)
By (5.20), (5.24) and (5.28), we have
the third term of (5.8)
= −(−1)p(ei,i+1)(r − 1)α
∑
1≤t≤l
(−1)p(ei,i+1)e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i[−1]
+ r(−1)p(i+1)
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i[−1]
− r(−1)p(i)
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i+1,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i+1[−1]. (5.29)
Adding (5.12) and (5.29), (5.8) is equal to
(−1)p(ei,i+1)α
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i[−1]
+ r(−1)p(i+1)
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i[−1]
− r(−1)p(i)
∑
1≤t≤l
e(t−1)(m+n)+i+1,(t−r−1)(m+n)+i+1[−1].
Thus, we have shown that (5.7) holds.
By Claim 5.5 and 5.6, we have proved Theorem 5.1.
Remark 5.30. In the case when (m,n) = (1, 0) or (0, 1), we cannot take W
(1)
i,i+1 or W
(2)
i,i+1. Thus,
we cannot obtain Claim 5.5 in the similar way. Thus, we impose the condition that m+ n ≥ 2.
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6 Affine Super Yangians and Rectangular W -superalgebras
In this section, we construct a surjective homomorphism from the affine super Yangian to the
universal enveloping algebra of rectangular W -algebras. This is the main result of this paper.
Here after, suppose that
ε1 =
lα
m− n +
(l − 1)α
m− n , ε1 = −1−
lα
m− n −
(l − 1)α
m− n
and fix the inner product on gl(m|n) such that c = 1 (see (3.1)).
Theorem 6.1. There exists an algebra homomorphism
Φ: Yε1,ε2(ŝl(m|n))→ U(W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n))))
determined by
Φ(Hi,0) =
{
−W (1)1,1 + (−1)p(m+n)W (1)m+n,m+n + lαt−1 (i = 0),
(−1)p(i)W (1)i,i − (−1)p(i+1)W (1)i+1,i+1 (i 6= 0),
Φ(X+i,0) =
{
W
(1)
1,m+nt (i = 0),
W
(1)
i+1,i (otherwise),
Φ(X−i,0) =
{
W
(1)
m+n,1t
−1 (i = 0),
(−1)p(i)W (1)i,i+1 (otherwise).
Φ(Hi,1) =

(−1)p(m+n)W (2)m+n,m+nt−W (2)1,1 t+ (−1)p(m+n)(l − 1)αW (1)m+n,m+n
−lαΦ(H0,0)−W (1)m+n,m+n(W (1)1,1 − lα)
−(−1)p(m+n)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=1
(−1)p(u)W (1)u,m+nt−sW (1)m+n,uts
+
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=1
(−1)p(u)W (1)u,1t−s−1W (1)1,uts+1,
i = 0,
(−1)p(i)W (2)i,i t− (−1)p(i+1)W (2)i+1,i+1t
+
i− 2δ(i ≥ m+ 1)(i−m)
2
Φ(Hi,0) + (−1)p(Ei,i+1)W (1)i,i W (1)i+1,i+1
−(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
i∑
k=1
(−1)p(u)W (1)k,i t−sW (1)i,u ts
−(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=i+1
(−1)p(k)W (1)u,i t−s−1W (1)i,u ts+1
+(−1)p(i+1)
∑
s≥0
i∑
u=1
(−1)p(u)W (1)u,i+1t−sW (1)i+1,uts
+(−1)p(i+1)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=i+1
(−1)p(u)W (1)u,i+1t−s−1W (1)i+1,uts+1
i 6= 0.
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Φ(X+i,1) =

W
(2)
1,m+nt
2 + (l − 1)αW (1)1,m+nt+ lαΦ(X+0,0)
−
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=1
(−1)p(u)W (1)u,m+nt−sW (1)1,uts+1
if i = 0,
W
(2)
i+1,it+
i− 2δ(i ≥ m+ 1)(i−m)
2
Φ(X+i,0)
−
∑
s≥0
i∑
u=1
(−1)p(u)W (1)u,i t−sW (1)i+1,uts
−
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=i+1
(−1)p(u)W (1)u,i t−s−1W (1)i+1,uts+1
if i 6= 0,
Φ(X−i,1) =

(−1)p(m+n)W (2)m+n,1 − lαΦ(X−0,0)
+(−1)p(m+n)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=1
(−1)p(u)W (1)1,ut−s−1W (1)m+n,uts,
if i = 0,
(−1)p(i)W (2)i,i+1t+
i− 2δ(i ≥ m+ 1)(i−m)
2
Φ(X−i,0)
−(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
i∑
u=1
(−1)p(k)W (1)u,i+1t−sW (1)i,u ts
−(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=i+1
(−1)p(k)W (1)u,i+1t−s−1W (1)i,u ts+1
if i 6= 0.
Proof. It is enough to show that Φ is compatible with (2.24)-(2.34). By Lemma 4.5, we notice that
Φ is compatible with (2.25), (2.33), (2.34) and (2.35). By Lemma 4.5 and 4.6, Φ is compatible
with (2.27).
Thus, it is enough to show that Φ is compatible with (2.24), (2.26), and (2.28)-(2.32). We
divide the proof into three piecies, that is, Claim 6.2, Claim 6.5, and Claim 6.7, below stated. In
Claim 6.2, we show that Φ is compatible with (2.26), (2.28), (2.29) and (2.30). In Claim 6.5 (resp.
Claim 6.7), we prove that Φ is compatible with (2.31) and (2.32) (resp. (2.24)).
In order to prove Claims 6.2, 6.5 and 6.7, we relate Φ with the evaluation map of the afiine
super Yangian. We set as e˜v(Hi,s) and e˜v(X
±
i,s) (s = 0, 1) as
e˜v(Hi,0) = Φ(Hi,0), e˜v(X
±
i,0) = Φ(X
±
i,0),
e˜v(Hi,1) =

Φ(H0,1)− {(−1)p(m+n)W (2)m+n,m+nt−W (2)1,1 t+ (−1)p(m+n)(l − 1)αW (1)m+n,m+n}
if i = 0,
Φ(Hi,1)− {(−1)p(i)W (2)i,i t− (−1)p(i+1)W (2)i+1,i+1t} if i 6= 0,
e˜v(X+i,1) =
{
Φ(X+i,1)− {W (2)1,m+nt2 + (l − 1)αW (1)1,m+nt} if i = 0,
Φ(X+i,1)−W (2)i+1,it+ e˜v(X+i,1) if i 6= 0,
e˜v(X−i,1) =
{
Φ(X−i,1)− (−1)p(m+n)W (2)m+n,1 if i = 0,
Φ(X−i,1)− (−1)p(i)W (2)i,i+1t if i 6= 0.
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By Lemma 4.5, e˜v is compatible with (2.25)−(2.34) which are parts of the defining relations of
the affine super Yangian Y lα
m−n ,−1− lαm−n (ŝl(m|n)) since ĝl(m|n)
κ are same as ĝl(m|n)str except of
the inner product on the diagonal part.
Claim 6.2. For all i, j ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,m + n − 1}, Φ is compatible with (2.26), (2.28), (2.29) and
(2.30).
Proof. We only show the case when (i, j) = (0, 0), (0,m+ n− 1). The other case is proven in the
similar way.
First, we show that Φ is compatible with (2.26) provided that (i, j) = (0, 0). First, let us show
that [Φ(X+0,0),Φ(X
−
0,1)] = Φ(Hi,1) holds. By the definition of Φ, we obtain
[Φ(X+0,0),Φ(X
−
0,1)] = [W
(1)
1,m+nt, (−1)p(m+n)W (2)m+n,1] + [X+0,0, e˜v(X−0,1)]. (6.3)
By Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.7, the first term of (6.3) is equal to
(−1)p(m+n)W (2)m+n,m+nt−W (2)1,1 t+ (−1)p(m+n)(l − 1)αW (1)m+n,m+n.
By Lemma 4.5, the second term of (6.3) is e˜v(H0,1). Thus, we have obtained
[Φ(X+0,0),Φ(X
−
0,1)] = Φ(Hi,1).
By the similar discussion to the one in Theorem 5.2 of [27], [Φ(X+0,1),Φ(X
−
0,0)] = Φ(Hi,1) is
derived form [Φ(X+0,0),Φ(X
−
0,1)] = Φ(Hi,1). Similarly, we can show that Φ is compatible with
(2.26) provided that (i, j) = (0,m+ n− 1).
Next, let us show that Φ is compatible with (2.28) in the case when (i, j) = (0, 0). By the similar
discussion to the one in Theorem 5.2 of [27], it is enouh to prove that [Φ(H˜0,1),Φ(X
+
0,0)] = a0,0X
+
0,1
holds. By the definition of Φ and Lemma 4.5, we obtain
[Φ(H˜0,1),Φ(X
+
0,0)]
= −[W (1)1,m+nt, (−1)p(m+n)W (2)m+n,m+nt−W (2)1,1 t+ (l − 1)α(−1)p(m+n)W (1)m+n,m+n]
− [W (1)1,m+nt, (l − 1)α(−1)p(m+n)W (1)m+n,m+n] + [e˜v(X+0,1),W (1)1,m+nt]
= −[W (1)1,m+nt, (−1)p(m+n)W (2)m+n,m+nt] + [W (1)1,m+nt,W (2)1,1 t]
− [W (1)1,m+nt, (l − 1)α(−1)p(m+n)W (1)m+n,m+n] + a0.0e˜v(X+0,1). (6.4)
By Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.7, we rewrite the first and second terms of (6.4) as
−[W (1)1,m+nt, (−1)p(m+n)W (2)m+n,m+nt] = (−1)p(m+n)W (2)1,m+nt2,
[W
(1)
1,m+nt,W
(2)
1,1 t] = W
(2)
1,m+nt
2 + (l − 1)αW (1)1,m+nt.
By Lemma 4.5, we notice that the third term of (6.4) is (−1)p(m+n)(l − 1)αW (1)1,m+nt. Thus, we
have
[Φ(H˜0,1),Φ(X
+
0,0)] = ((−1)p(m+n) + 1)(W (2)1,m+nt2 + (l − 1)αW (1)1,m+nt).
Finally, we show Φ is compatible with (2.29) in the case when (i, j) = (0,m + n − 1). It is
enough to show the case +. By the definition of Φ, we have
[Φ(H0,1),Φ(X
+
m+n−1,0)]
= −[W (1)m+n,m+n−1, (−1)p(m+n)W (2)m+n,m+nt] + [W (1)m+n,m+n−1,W (2)1,1 t]
− [W (1)m+n,m+n−1, (−1)p(m+n)(l − 1)αW (1)m+n,m+n]− [W (1)m+n,m+n−1, e˜v(H˜0,1)].
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By Lemma 4.6, we obtain
−[W (1)m+n,m+n−1, (−1)p(m+n)W (2)m+n,m+nt] + [W (1)m+n,m+n−1,W (2)1,1 t] = −(−1)p(m+n)W (2)m+n,m+n−1t.
By Lemma 4.7, we have
−[W (1)m+n,m+n−1, (−1)p(m+n)(l − 1)αW (1)m+n,m+n] = −(−1)p(m+n)(l − 1)αW (1)m+n,m+n−1,
By Lemma 4.7, we also obtain
− [W (1)m+n,m+n−1, e˜v(H0,1)]
= −(−1)p(m+n)e˜v(X+0,1) + (−1)p(m+n)((m− n)− lα−
m− n
2
)W
(1)
m+n,m+n−1.
Thus, we have shown that Φ is compatible with (2.29).
Similarly to Claim 6.2, let us show that Φ is compatible with (2.31) and (2.32).
Claim 6.5. For all i, j ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,m+ n− 1}, Φ is compatible with (2.31) and (2.32).
Proof. First, we show the case when (i, j) = (0, 1). It is enough to show for +. By Lemma 4.5,
we obtain
[Φ(X+0,1),W
(1)
2,1 ]− [W (1)1,m+nt,Φ(X+1,1)]
= [W
(2)
1,m+nt
2 + (l − 1)αW (1)1,m+nt,W (1)2,1 ]− [W (1)1,m+nt,W (2)2,1 t]
+ [e˜v(X+0,1), e˜v(X
+
1,0)]− [e˜v(X+0,0), e˜v(X+1,1)]. (6.6)
By Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.5, we obtain
[W
(2)
1,m+nt
2 + (l − 1)αW (1)1,m+nt,W (1)2,1 ] = W (2)2,m+nt2 + (l − 1)αW (1)2,m+nt.
By Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.7, we obtain
[W
(1)
1,m+nt,W
(2)
2,1 t] = W
(2)
2,m+nt
2 + (l − 1)αW (1)2,m+nt.
By Lemma 4.5, we have
[e˜v(X+0,1), e˜v(X
+
1,0)]− [e˜v(X+0,0), e˜v(X+1,1)] = −
1
2
{e˜v(X+0,0), e˜v(X+1,0)}.
Thus, we have
[Φ(X+0,1),W
(1)
2,1 ]− [W (1)1,m+nt,Φ(X+1,1)]
= −1
2
{e˜v(X+0,0), e˜v(X+1,0)}.
We have proved that Φ is compatible with (2.31) when (i, j) = (0, 1).
Next, we show the case when (i, j) = (0,m+ n− 1). By Lemma 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7, we obtain
[Φ(X+0,1),W
(1)
m+n,m+n−1]− [W (1)1,m+nt,Φ(X+m+n−1,1)]
= [W
(2)
1,m+nt
2 + (l − 1)αW (1)1,m+nt,W (1)m+n,m+n−1]− [W (1)1,m+nt,W (2)m+n,m+n−1t]
+ [e˜v(X+0,1), e˜v(X
+
m+n−1,0)]− [e˜v(X+0,0), e˜v(X+m+n−1,1)].
By Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.5, we obtain
[W
(2)
1,m+nt
2 + (l − 1)αW (1)1,m+nt,W (1)m+n,m+n−1] = −W (2)1,m+n−1t2 − (l − 1)αW (1)1,m+n−1t.
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By Lemma 4.6, we also obtain
[W
(1)
1,m+nt,W
(2)
m+n,m+n−1t] = −W (2)1,m+n−1t2.
By Lemma 4.5, we have
−1
2
{W (1)1,m+nt,W (1)m+n,m+n−1}+ ((m− n)− lα−
m− n
2
)W
(1)
1,m+n−1t.
Thus, we have
[Φ(X+0,1),W
(1)
m+n,m+n−1]− [W (1)1,m+nt,Φ(X+m+n−1,1)]
= −(l − 1)αW (1)1,m+n−1t−
1
2
{W (1)1,m+nt,W (1)m+n,m+n−1}+ ((m− n)− lα−
m− n
2
)W
(1)
1,m+n−1t.
Thus, we have shown that Φ is compatible with (2.32).
Finally, we prove that Φ is compatible with (2.24).
Claim 6.7. The following equation holds for all i, j ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,m+ n− 1};
[Φ(Hi,1),Φ(Hj,1)] = 0.
Proof. We only show the case when i, j 6= 0 and i > j. The other case is proven in the similar
way. In order to simplify the notation, we set
Xi = ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
i∑
u=1
(−1)p(u)W (1)u,i t−sW (1)i,u ts
+ ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=i+1
(−1)p(k)W (1)u,i t−s−1W (1)i,u ts+1.
Then, by Lemma 4.5 and the definition of e˜v, we obtain
[e˜v(Hi,1), e˜v(Hj,1)] = [Xi −Xi+1, Xj −Xj+1].
We remark that [e˜v(Hi,1), e˜v(Hj,1)] is not equal to zero.
We start to show that [Φ(hi,1),Φ(hj,1)] = 0 holds. By the definition of Φ and e˜v, we obtain
[Φ(hi,1),Φ(hj,1)]
= [((−1)p(i)W (2)i,i − (−1)p(i+1)W (2)i+1,i+1)t, ((−1)p(j)W (2)j,j − (−1)p(j+1)W (2)j+1,j+1)t]
+ [Xi −Xi+1, ((−1)p(j)W (2)j,j − (−1)p(j+1)W (2)j+1,j+1)t]
+ [((−1)p(i)W (2)i,i − (−1)p(i+1)W (2)i+1,i+1)t,Xj −Xj+1] + [Xi −Xi+1, Xj −Xj+1].
Thus, it is enough to show that
[((−1)p(i)W (2)i,i , (−1)p(j)W (2)j,j ]− [((−1)p(i)W (2)i,i , Xj ]− [Xi, (−1)p(j)W (2)j,j ] + [Xi, Xj ] (6.8)
=
1
2
(−1)p(j)α∂2W (1)j,j t2 −
1
2
(−1)p(i)α∂2W (1)i,i t2 − 2((−1)p(i)W (2)i,i t− (−1)p(j)W (2)j,j t). (6.9)
Let us compute each terms of (6.9). First, we compute the first term of (6.9). By Lemma 4.8, we
obtain
(−1)p(i)+p(j)[W (2)i,i t,W (2)j,j t]
= ((−1)p(i)+p(j)W (2)i,i )(0)W (2)j,j t2 + (−1)p(i)+p(j)(W (2)i,i )(1)W (2)j,j t
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= (−1)p(j)W (1)i,j W (2)j,i t2 − (−1)p(i)W (1)j,i W (2)i,j t2 + δi,j(−1)p(j)α∂W (2)j,j t2
− (−1)p(j)∂W (2)j,j t2 − α(−1)p(i)W (1)j,i ∂W (1)i,j t2
+ (−1)p(i)+p(j){(l − 1)2c− (l − 1)} : W (1)j,j ∂W (1)i,i : t2
+
1
2
(−1)p(i)+p(j)δi,j(l + 1)lα∂2W (1)i,i t2 +
1
2
(−1)p(j)(l + 1)l∂2W (1)i,i t2
− (−1)p(j)(l − 1)(l − 2)c∂2W (1)i,i t2 +
1
2
(−1)p(j)α∂2W (1)j,j t2 −
1
2
(−1)p(i)α∂2W (1)i,i t2
+ (−1)p(j)W (1)i,j W (2)j,i t− (−1)p(i)W (1)j,i W (2)i,j t+ (−1)p(i)+p(j){(l − 1)2c− (l − 1)} : W (1)j,j W (1)i,i : t2
− 2δi,j(−1)p(i)αW (2)i,i t− (−1)p(j)W (2)j,j t− (−1)p(i)W (2)i,i t+ α(−1)p(i)W (1)j,i ∂W (1)i,j t
+ δi,j(−1)p(i)+p(j)(l + 1)lα∂W (1)i,i t
+ (l + 1)l(−1)p(j)∂W (1)i,i t− 2(l − 1)(l − 2)c(−1)p(j)∂W (1)i,i t.
We can rewrite it as
− ((−1)p(i)W (2)i,i t− (−1)p(j)W (2)j,j t) + (−1)p(j)W (1)i,j W (2)j,i t2 − (−1)p(i)W (1)j,i W (2)i,j t2
+ α(−1)p(i)(l − 1)W (1)j,i ∂W (1)i,j t2 + α(−1)p(i)(l − 1)W (1)j,i W (1)i,j t
+ (−1)p(i)+p(j){(l − 1)2c− (l − 1)}(: W (1)j,j ∂W (1)i,i : t2+ : W (1)j,j ∂W (1)i,i : t)
+
1
2
(−1)p(j)α∂2W (1)j,j t2 −
1
2
(−1)p(i)α∂2W (1)i,i t2 (6.10)
by direct computation.
Next, let us compute the last term of (6.9). By the proof of the existance of the evaluation
map ([27]), it is equal to
[Xi, Xj ] = −(−1)p(i)+p(j)l(lc− 1)
∑
s≥0
s{W (1)i,i t−sW (1)j,j ts −W (1)j,j t−sW (1)i,i ts}. (6.11)
Finally, let us compute the second term and the third term of (6.9). By Lemma 4.8, we obtain
[Xi,W
(2)
j,j t]
= ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
i∑
u=1
(−1)p(u)W (1)u,i t−s[W (1)i,u ts,W (2)j,j t]
+ ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
i∑
k=1
(−1)p(u)[W (1)u,i t−s,W (2)j,j t]W (1)i,u ts
+ ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
k=i+1
(−1)p(u)W (1)u,i t−s−1[W (1)i,u ts+1,W (2)j,j t]
+ (l − 1)(lc− 1)~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=i+1
(−1)p(u)[W (1)u,i t−s−1,W (2)j,j t]W (1)i,u ts+1. (6.12)
By direct computation, the first term of the right hand side of (6.12) is equal to
~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
i∑
u=1
(−1)p(u)W (1)u,i t−s[W (1)i,u ts,W (2)j,j t]
= δi,j(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
i∑
u=1
(−1)p(u)W (1)u,i t−sW (2)i,u ts+1
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− ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
δ(j ≤ i)(−1)p(j)W (1)j,i t−sW (2)i,j ts+1
+ α~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
i∑
u=1
s(−1)p(u)W (1)u,i t−s(l − 1)δi,jW (1)j,u ts
− (l − 1)(lc− 1)~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
sW
(1)
i,i t
−sW (1)j,j t
s.
The second term of the right hand side of (6.12) is equal to
~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
i∑
k=1
(−1)p(u)[W (1)u,i t−s,W (2)j,j t]W (1)i,u ts
= ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
δ(j ≤ i)(−1)p(j)W (2)j,i t1−sW (1)i,j ts
− ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
i∑
k=1
(−1)p(u)δi,jW (2)u,i t1−sW (1)i,u ts
− α~(−1)p(i)+p(j)
∑
s≥0
δ(j ≤ i)s(l − 1)W (1)j,i t−sW (1)i,j ts
+ ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
sW
(1)
j,j t
−sW (1)i,i t
s.
The third term of the right hand side of (6.12) is equal to
~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=i+1
(−1)p(u)W (1)u,i t−s−1[W (1)i,u ts+1,W (2)j,j t]
= δi,j(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=i+1
(−1)p(u)W (1)u,i t−s−1W (2)i,u ts+2
− ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
δ(j ≥ i+ 1)(−1)p(j)W (1)j,i t−s−1W (2)i,j ts+2
+ α~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=i+1
(s+ 1)(−1)p(u)W (1)u,i t−s(l − 1)δi,jW (1)j,u ts+1.
The 4-th term of the right hand side of (6.12) is equal to
~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=i+1
(−1)p(u)[W (1)u,i t−s−1,W (2)j,j t]W (1)i,u ts+1
= ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
δ(j ≥ i+ 1)(−1)p(j)W (2)j,i t−sW (1)i,j ts+1
− ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=i+1
(−1)p(k)δi,jW (2)u,i t−sW (1)i,u ts+1
− α~(−1)p(i)+p(j)
∑
s≥0
(s+ 1)(l − 1)δ(j ≥ i+ 1)W (1)j,i t−s−1W (1)i,j ts+1.
In order to simplify the notation, let us set
Ai,j = δi,j(−1)p(i)+p(j)
∑
s≥0
i∑
k=1
(−1)p(k)W (1)k,i t−sW (2)i,k ts+1
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− ~(−1)p(i)+p(j)
∑
s≥0
i∑
k=1
(−1)p(k)δi,jW (2)u,i t1−sW (1)i,u ts
+ δi,j(−1)p(i)+p(j)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=i+1
(−1)p(u)W (1)u,i t−s−1W (2)i,u ts+2
− ~(−1)p(i)+p(j)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=i+1
(−1)p(u)δi,jW (2)u,i t−sW (1)i,u ts+1,
Bi,j = −~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
δ(j ≤ i)W (1)j,i t−sW (2)i,j ts+1 + ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
δ(j ≤ i)W (2)j,i t1−sW (1)i,j ts
− ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
δ(j ≥ i+ 1)W (1)j,i t−s−1W (2)i,j ts+2
+ ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
δ(j ≥ i+ 1)W (2)j,i t−sW (1)i,j ts+1,
Ci,j = −α~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
δ(j ≤ i)s(l − 1)W (1)j,i t−sW (1)i,j ts
− α~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
(s+ 1)(l − 1)δ(j ≥ i+ 1)W (1)j,i t−s−1W (1)i,j ts+1,
Di,j = α~(−1)p(i)+p(j)
∑
s≥0
i∑
u=1
s(−1)p(u)W (1)u,i t−s(l − 1)δi,jW (1)j,u ts
+ α~(−1)p(i)+p(j)
∑
s≥0
m+n∑
u=i+1
(s+ 1)(−1)p(u)W (1)u,i t−s(l − 1)δi,jW (1)j,u ts+1,
E˜i,j = −(l − 1)(lc− 1)~(−1)p(i)+p(j)
∑
s≥0
sW
(1)
i,i t
−sW (1)j,j t
s
+ (l − 1)(lc− 1)~(−1)p(i)+p(j)
∑
s≥0
sW
(1)
j,j t
−sW (1)i,i t
s.
Thus, we can rewrite [Xi, (−1)p(j)W (2)j,j t] as
Ai,j +Bi,j + Ci,j +Di,j + E˜i,j .
By the definition, [Xj , (−1)p(i)W (2)i,i t] is equal to
Aj,i +Bj,i + Cj,i +Dj,i + E˜j,i.
By the definition of Ai,j and Di,j , we have
Ai,j −Aj,i = 0, Di,j −Dj,i = 0. (6.13)
Then, we are in a position to compute (6.9). By (6.13), it is enough to show that the following
equations;
Ci,j − Cj,i + (6.10)4 + (6.10)5 = 0, (6.14)
Bi,j −Bj,i + (6.10)1 + (6.10)2 + (6.10)3 = −(−1)p(i)W (2)i,i t+ (−1)p(j)W (2)j,j t, (6.15)
E˜i,j − E˜j,i + (6.10)6 + (6.11) = 0. (6.16)
First, we show that (6.14) holds. By the definition of Ci,j , Ci,j is equal to
−α~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
s(l − 1)W (1)j,i t−sW (1)i,j ts.
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By direct computation, we obtain
Ci,j − Cj,i = ~α(l − 1)(−1)p(i)(W (1)j,i ∂W (1)i,j t2 +W (1)j,i W (1)i,j t).
since
(x∂y)t2 + (xy)t =
∑
i≥0
−(1 + i)xt−1−iyt1+i + (−1)p(x)p(y)iyt−ixti
holds. Thus, we have obtained (6.14) since ~ = −1.
Next, we show that (6.15) holds. Let us compute Bi,j − Bj,i. When i = j, it is nothing but
zero. When i > j, it is equal to
− ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
W
(1)
j,i t
−sW (2)i,j t
s+1 + ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
W
(2)
j,i t
1−sW (1)i,j t
s
+ ~(−1)p(j)
∑
s≥0
W
(1)
i,j t
−s−1W (2)j,i t
s+2 − ~(−1)p(j)
∑
s≥0
W
(2)
i,j t
−sW (1)j,i t
s+1
= ~(−1)p(j)W (1)i,j W (2)j,i t2 − ~(−1)p(i)W (1)j,i W (2)i,j t2 − ~(−1)p(i)W (2)i,i t+ ~(−1)p(j)W (2)j,j t
since we obtain
− ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
W
(1)
j,i t
−sW (2)i,j t
s+1 − ~(−1)p(j)
∑
s≥0
W
(2)
i,j t
−sW (1)j,i t
s+1
= −(−1)p(i)W (2)i,i t+ (−1)p(j)W (2)j,j t
− ~(−1)p(i)
∑
s≥0
W
(1)
j,i t
−1−sW (2)i,j t
2+s − ~(−1)p(j)
∑
s≥0
W
(2)
i,j t
1−sW (1)j,i t
s.
Thus, we have shown that (6.15) holds since ~ = −1.
Finally, let us compute the left hand side of (6.16). By direct computation, we find that the
left hand side of (6.16) is equal to
(−1)p(i)+p(j){(l − 1)2c− (l − 1)}
∑
s≥0
(−sW (1)j,j t−sW (1)i,i ts + sW (1)i,i t−sW (1)j,j ts)
− 2(l − 1)(lc− 1)~(−1)p(i)+p(j)
∑
s≥0
sW
(1)
i,i t
−sW (1)j,j s
s
+ 2(l − 1)(lc− 1)~(−1)p(i)+p(j)
∑
s≥0
sW
(1)
j,j t
−sW (1)i,i t
s
− l(lc− 1)
∑
u≥0
u{W (1)i,i t−uW (1)j,j tu −W (1)j,j t−uW (1)i,i tu}
= (−1)p(i)+p(j)(c− 1)
∑
s≥0
(−sW (1)j,j t−sW (1)i,i ts + sW (1)i,i t−sW (1)j,j ts).
Since c = 1, it is equal to zero. Thus, (6.16) holds. We have shown [Φ(Hi,1),Φ(Hj,1)] = 0
holds.
Since we have proved Claim 6.2, Claim 6.5, Claim 6.7, we have proven that Φ is compatible
with the defining relations of the affine super Yangian.
Next, let us show that Φ is surjective when α 6= 0.
Theorem 6.17. The image of Φ is dense in U(W k(gl(ml|nl), (l(m|n)))) provided that α is nonzero.
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Proof. By Theorem 5.1, it is enough to show that the completion of the image of Φ contains
W
(1)
i,j t
s and W
(2)
i,j t
s for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m + n and s ∈ Z when α 6= 0. By the definition of Φ, the
completion of the image of Φ contains ((−1)p(i)W (2)i,i − (−1)p(j)W (2)j,j )t and W (1)i,j ts for all i 6= j and
s ∈ Z. Thus, it is enough to prove that W (2)i,j ts (i 6= j), ((−1)p(i)W (2)i,i − (−1)p(j)W (2)j,j )ts, W (1)j,j ts,
and W
(2)
i,i t
s are contained the image of the completion of Φ.
First, we show that the completion of the image of Φ contains W
(2)
i,j t
s (i 6= j). By Lemma 4.6
and 4.7, we have
[W
(1)
i,j t
s−1, ((−1)p(j)W (2)j,j − (−1)p(j+1)W (2)j+1,j+1)t] = −(−1)p(j)W (2)i,j ts (i 6= j + 1),
[W
(1)
j+1,jt
s−1, ((−1)p(j)W (2)j,j − (−1)p(j−1)W (2)j−1,j−1)t] = −(−1)p(j)W (2)j+1,jts.
Thus, W
(2)
i,j t
s (i 6= j) is contained in the completion of the image of Φ. Similarly, we can show
that ((−1)p(i)W (2)i,i − (−1)p(j)W (2)j,j )ts is contained in the completion of the image of Φ since
[W
(1)
i,j ,W
(2)
j,i t
s] = −(W (2)i,i − (−1)p(ei,j)W (2)j,j )ts
holds by Lemma 4.6. Since
[W
(1)
i,j t,W
(2)
j,i t
s] = −(W (2)i,i − (−1)p(ei,j)W (2)j,j )ts+1 + (l − 1)αW (1)j,j ts
holds, the completion of the image of Φ contains W
(1)
j,j t
s. Moreover, since
[((−1)p(i)W (2)i,i − (−1)p(j)W (2)j,j )t, ((−1)p(i)W (2)i,i − (−1)p(j)W (2)j,j )ts]
− [((−1)p(i)W (2)i,i − (−1)p(j)W (2)j,j ), ((−1)p(i)W (2)i,i − (−1)p(j)W (2)j,j )ts+1]
= (−1)p(i)W (2)i,i ts + (−1)p(j)W (2)j,j ts + (the terms consisting of W (1)i,j and W (2)i,j (i 6= j))
holds by Lemma 4.8, the completion of the image of Φ contains W
(2)
j,j t
s.
By setting n = 0, we obtain the following corllary by Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.17.
Corollary 6.18. We also assume that m ≥ 3 and l ≥ 2. Let us set
ε1 =
lα
m
+
(l − 1)α
m
, ε2 = −1− lα
m
− (l − 1)α
m
.
Then, there exists an algebra homomorphism
Φ: Yε1,ε2(ŝl(m))→ U(W k(gl(ml), (lm)))
determined by the same formula as that of Theorem 6.1 under the assumption that n = 0. More-
over, the image of Φ is dense in U(W k(gl(ml), (lm))) provided that α = k + (l − 1)m 6= 0.
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